
Telangana Tribal Welfare Residential Educational Institutions Society 

(Gurukulam), Hyderabad 

EMRS WING 

GUIDELINES FOR EMRS OUTSORCING POSTS 

 

Sno Name of the Post Selection Criteria 

1 TGT-ALL 
SUBJECTS 

 50 % Weightage for degrees marks  

 25 % Weightage for B.ED marks  

 10 % Weightage for CTET / TET 
  
Candidates would be shortlisted in the 
ratio of 1:2 with the above criteria and 
demo and certificate verification and  
interview would be conducted for the 
above candidates in the ratio of 1:2 
only  
 

 5 Marks for every year of experience in 
CBSE schools only. Maximum marks for 
Teaching experience is 15 only 

 The marks for Demo & Interview would 
be 20 only 
 
Experience, Demo & interview marks 
would be added to the above marks 
and final merit list would be prepared 
as per ROR 
 

2 Art and craft   35 % Weightage for Intermediate marks 

 50 % Weightage for BFA / Diploma 
Diploma should be of five years 
duration. Less than 5 years duration 
diplomas are not eligible 
 
Candidates would be shortlisted in the 
ratio of 1:2 with the above criteria and 



demo and certificate verification and  
interview would be conducted for the 
above candidates in the ratio of 1:2 
only  
 

 5 Marks for every year of experience in 
CBSE schools only. Maximum marks for 
Teaching experience is 15 only 

 The marks for Demo & Interview would 
be 20 only 
 
Experience, Demo & interview marks 
would be added to the above marks 
and final merit list would be prepared 
as per ROR 
 

3 Music teacher  35% Weightage for  Marks for 
Intermediate 

 50% Weightage for marks in Bachelors 
or Master's degree 
If they have both Degrees and PG, 
highest Marks either in Degree or PG 
any one would be taken 
 
Candidates would be shortlisted in the 
ratio of 1:2 with the above criteria and 
demo and certificate verification and  
interview would be conducted for the 
above candidates in the ratio of 1:2 
only  
 

 5 Marks for every year of experience in 
CBSE schools only. Maximum marks for 
Teaching experience is 15 only 

 The marks for Demo & Interview would 
be 20 only 
 
Experience, Demo & interview marks 
would be added to the above marks 



and final merit list would be prepared 
as per ROR 
 

4 Librarian  25 % Weightage for Degree marks  

 50 % Weightage for B.Li.Sc marks  
 
Candidates would be shortlisted in the 
ratio of 1:2 with the above criteria and 
certificate verification would be 
conducted for the above candidates in 
the ratio of 1:2 only  
 

 5 Marks for every year of experience in 
CBSE schools only. Maximum marks for 
Teaching experience is 25 only 
 
Experience marks would be added to 
the above marks after certificate 
verification and final merit list would 
be prepared as per ROR 
 
 

5 Technical 
asst/ICT 
Instructor 

 65% Weightage for Polytechnic 
Diploma/Degree/Engineering/PG 
(Only DCCP and Diploma in Computer 
Engineering are eligible), B.Com 
Computers, B.Sc Computers, MSC 
computers,  MCA, B.Tech/BE only CSE 
IT branches are eligible 
 
Candidates would be shortlisted in the 
ratio of 1:2 with the above criteria and 
demo and certificate verification and  
interview would be conducted for the 
above candidates in the ratio of 1:2 
only  
 

 5 Marks for every year of relevant 
experience only. Maximum marks for 



experience is 15 only 

 The marks for Demo & Interview would 
be 20 only 
 
Experience, Demo & interview marks 
would be added to the above marks 
and final merit list would be prepared 
as per ROR 
 

 
Note: Rule of Reservation would be followed. 
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